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Abstract 
 

One of the popular input systems is based on Chinese phonetic symbols. 

Designing such kind of a syllable-to-character (STC) input system involves two major 

issues, namely, fault tolerance handling and homonym resolution. In this paper, the 

fault tolerance mechanism is constructed on the basis of a user-defined confusing set 

and a modified bucket indexing scheme is incorporated so as to satisfy real-time 

requirement. Meanwhile the homonym resolution is handled by binding force and 

heuristic selection rules. Both the system performance and tolerance ability are 

justified with real corpus in terms of searching speed and character conversion 

accuracy rate. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme can achieve 

93.54% accuracy for zero-error syllable inputs and 80.13% for zero-tone syllable 

inputs. Furthermore both robustness and tolerance of the proposed system are proved 

for high input error rates.  
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1 Introduction 

Among various kinds of Chinese input methods, the most popular one is based 

on phonetic symbols. This is because most of Chinese-speaking users are taught to 

use phonetic symbols in their elementary schools when they learn Chinese. However 

a syllable-to-character (STC) system is inherently associated with the serious 

homonym and similarly-pronounced phoneme problems. This is because a single 

syllable may correspond to several Chinese characters and there are indeed several 

Mandarin syllables which are sounded similarly. So it is not easy for users or acoustic 

recognizer to distinguish them when they are used. We call these syllables as 

confusing syllables. For example, syllable ㄕˋ(shih4) and ㄙˋ(szu4) are sounded 

similarly in speaking and listening, and a user might treat ㄕˋ (shih4) as ㄙˋ(szu4) 

at typing or pronouncing. Thus robust fault tolerance ability of a STC system has to 

be concerned so as to improve the phoneme-to-character conversion accuracy. 

In recent years, various approaches have been proposed to construct a Chinese 

STC system either for speech input  or keyboard input. For speech input, Chang [1994] 

used vector quantization to cluster words into classes when training Hidden Markov 

model so that words in the same class share the model’s parameters. Contrast to the 

character N-gram based Markov model, a word N-gram based Markov model was 

proposed by Yang [1998]. Though Markov-based models are easy for implementation, 

they require large training corpus and large storage for large numbers of parameters. 

Furthermore, the parameters of Markov model are needed to be fixed, so they reflect 

the characters of training corpus only. Rather than using Markov model, Lin [1995] 

used mutual information to find the relation between base syllables and applied 

Heuristic Divide-and-Conquer Maximum Match (H-DCMM) Algorithm to detect 

prosodic-segment in a sentence. To train the robustness of prosodic-segment detection, 

a segmental K-means algorithm is also used.  
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As for syllable-based keyboard input, Gie [1990] used a hand-crafted dictionary 

for matching syllables of phrases and a set of impression rules for homonym selection. 

In Gie [1991], homonyms for new phrases are furtherly dealt by using a dictionary 

and occurrence frequencies. On the other hand, Lai [2000] used maximum likelihood 

ratio and good-tuning estimation to handle characters with multiple syllables. Lin 

[2002] combined N-gram model and selection rules for dealing with multiple PingIn 

codes. Unlike statistical approaches, context sensitive method proposed by Hsu [1995] 

was applied in a Chinese STC system called “Going.” The system relies heavily on 

semantic pattern matching which can reduce the huge amount of data processing 

required for homophonic character selection. The conversion accuracy rate is close to 

96%. In [Tsai and Hsu 2002], a semantically-oriented approach was also presented by 

using both noun-verb event- frame word-pairs and statistical calculation. The 

experimental results show that their overall syllable-to-word accuracy can be 96.5%. 

In this paper a corpus-based STC system to support high tolerance is presented 

and it can be used as a keyboard input method as well as a post-processor 

incorporated with an acoustic system. To support high tolerance ability, we used a 

bucket-based searching mechanism so that the searching time of confusing syllable is 

reduced. The presented homonym resolution is based on binding force information 

and selection rules. Various tests are implemented to justify the system performance. 

In zero-tolerance test, our character conversion accuracy is 93.54% out of 1052 

characters. For zero-tone testing, the character conversion accuracy is 80.13%. In 

input syllables with 20% and 40% confusing set member replacement, the character 

conversion accuracy is 83.08% and 78.23% respectively. The feasibility and 

robustness of fault tolerance handling to a STC system are also proved by the 

experiments. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the preliminary 
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background of Chinese syllable structure. Section 3 describes the system architecture 

and section 4 presents the proposed searching mechanism. Section 5 explains our 

selection module and section 6 reports various experimental tests. Finally Section 7 

gives the conclusion. 

2 Mandarin syllable and Confusing set 

2.1 Sets of syllables in Mandarin 

According to [Wu 1998], a general Mandarin syllable structure contains four 

parts consonant, head of diphthong, vowel and tone. There are twenty-one consonants, 

sixteen vowels, and five tones. Since users usually pronounce head of diphthong and 

vowel simultaneously, so the syllable structure can be simplified to combine head of 

diphthong and vowel such as ㄧ and ㄥ [Chen 1998]. 

Table 1 is the list of consonants, vowels, tones and the code number in our 

system. In this paper, we treat the syllable with tone=0 as tone=1. Because the amount 

of the syllables with tone=0 is quite few (19 out of 1302 Mandarin syllables), and 

their corresponding characters are few too (29 out of 14105 unique Mandarin 

characters). 

Table 1: Consonants and vowels. 

(a) Consonants 
01 Nil 02 ㄅ 03 ㄆ 04 ㄇ 05 ㄈ 
06 ㄉ 07 ㄊ 08 ㄋ 09 ㄌ 10 ㄍ 
11 ㄎ 12 ㄏ 13 ㄐ 14 ㄑ 15 ㄒ 
16 ㄓ 17 ㄔ 18 ㄕ 19 ㄖ 20 ㄗ 
21 ㄘ 22 ㄙ       

(b) Vowels 
01 Nil 02 ㄚ 03 ㄛ 04 ㄜ 05 ㄝ 
06 ㄞ 07 ㄟ 08 ㄠ 09 ㄡ 10 ㄢ 
11 ㄣ 12 ㄤ 13 ㄥ 14 ㄧ 15 ㄨ 
16 ㄩ 17 ㄧㄚ 18 ㄧㄝ 19 ㄧㄞ 20 ㄧㄠ 
21 ㄧㄡ 22 ㄧㄢ 23 ㄧㄣ 24 ㄧㄤ 25 ㄧㄥ 
26 ㄨㄚ 27 ㄨㄛ 28 ㄨㄞ 29 ㄨㄟ 30 ㄨㄢ 
31 ㄨㄣ 32 ㄨㄤ 33 ㄨㄥ 34 ㄩㄝ 35 ㄩㄢ 
36 ㄩㄣ 37 ㄩㄥ 38 ㄦ 39 ㄧㄛ   
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(c) Tones 
․ Nil ˊ ˇ  ˋ 
1 1 2 3 4 

 

2.2 Confusing set 

The confusing sets are the groups of syllables, which are recognized to be the 

same by the human or the acoustic recognizer. For example, ㄈㄟ(fei1) and ㄏㄨㄟ

(hui1) are confusing syllables for many Chinese-speaking people in Taiwan. 

Suppose Table 2 is the statistical results from an acoustic recognizer. Then the 

confusing sets of phonemes can be found by using the find-connected-components 

algorithm [Thomas 1998] in which phonemes are vertices of a graph and the 

confusing sets are those edges whose recognition probabilities are greater than a 

threshold. For example, two confusing sets of phonemes, {ㄡ} and {ㄥ, ㄣ} are 

generated from Table 2 when their probabilities are greater than a given threshold at 

25%. 

Table 2: An example of acoustic data. 
Phoneme Result Prob. Result Prob. Result Prob. 
ㄡ ㄡ 0.75 ㄥ 0.2 ㄣ 0.05 
ㄥ ㄥ 0.6 ㄣ 0.4   
ㄣ ㄣ 0.7 ㄥ 0.3   

 

2.3 Bucket of confusing set 

The confusing sets of syllable are obtained by using Cartesian product on two 

confusing sets of consonants and vowels, (an example shown in Table 3). Then a 

bucket B(αβ) will contain the grams from C(α) of consonant confusing set and 

V(β) of vowel confusing set. Fig. 1 is an example of bucket of bigram syllable 

confusing set, and its corresponding bucket is B(08140607). 

Table 3: An Example of confusing sets. 
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(a) Confusing sets of consonant 
C(01) Nil, ㄇ , ㄈ, ㄏ C(04) ㄋ, ㄌ, ㄖ C(07) ㄓ, ㄗ 
C(02) ㄅ, ㄆ C(05) ㄍ, ㄎ C(08) ㄔ, ㄘ 
C(03) ㄉ, ㄊ C(06) ㄐ, ㄑ, ㄒ C(09) ㄕ, ㄙ 

(b) Confusing sets of vowel 
V(01) Nil V(06) ㄚ、ㄢ、ㄤ  V(11) ㄣ、ㄥ、ㄨㄣ  
V(02) ㄜ, ㄦ V(07) ㄧㄚ、ㄧㄤ  V(12) ㄧㄛ、ㄧㄡ、ㄩㄥ  
V(03) ㄞ、ㄧㄞ  V(08) ㄨㄞ、ㄨㄢ  V(13) ㄧ、ㄧㄣ、ㄧㄥ、ㄩㄣ  
V(04) ㄠ、ㄧㄠ  V(09) ㄨㄚ、ㄨㄤ  V(14) ㄛ、ㄡ、ㄨㄛ、ㄨㄥ  
V(05) ㄨ、ㄩ  V(10) ㄨㄟ、ㄩㄝ  V(15) ㄝ、ㄟ、ㄧㄝ、ㄧㄢ、ㄩㄢ  

 
C(08) V(14) C(06) V(07) 
ㄔ , ㄘ  ㄛ、ㄡ、ㄨㄛ、ㄨㄥ

× 
ㄐ, ㄑ, ㄒ ㄧㄚ、ㄧㄤ  ＝ 抽獎, 衝向 , 

抽象, … 

Fig. 1: a bucket example of B(08140607). 

 

3 System Architecture 

Fig. 2 shows the system flowchart containing foreground process and 

background process. In the background process, we used news documents collected 

from the Chinatimes website (http://news.chinatimes.com/) in March 2001 and 

segmented these documents into grams. Next, the Mandarin syllables for each gram 

were generated by our syllable generation method. We also encoded the grams by its 

confusing set which is obtained from acoustic statistic data. Then grams with 

confusing set information are stored into gram database. 

The foreground process consists of fault tolerance matching module and 

selection module. Fault tolerance matching module encodes the phonetic symbol 

sequence and searches the corresponding grams that have minimum error distance 

with phonetic symbol sequence in the corpus database. Then corresponding unigrams, 

bigrams, and trigrams will be searched and passed into selection module. Selection 

module is constructed on the basis of selection rules to decide the output gram. The 

binding force information is calculation is done with CKIP word database contains 

78,410 Mandarin words and their corresponding syllables. Finally, the output gram 
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will replace the characters of character sequence from the tail. 

 

4 Fault Tolerance Matching Module 

4.1 Base syllable distance 

Let NC,’  NV denote a confusing set number for consonant/vowel confusing set 

respectively. We define base syllable to be a syllable without tone. Then a bucket 

B(NCNV) will contain those grams having the syllable confusing set NC NV. 

A base syllable distance is the number of different consonant or vowel confusing 

set pairs between two base syllables. Suppose a base syllable sequence 
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Fig. 2: The system architecture. 
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SylSeq1=c1v1c2v2c3v3 which belongs to B(NC1NV1NC2NV2NC3NV3), and another syllable 

sequence SylSeq2=c1’v1’c2’v2’c3’v3’ which belongs to B(NC1’NV1’NC2’NV2’NC3’NV3’). 

SylSeq2 has two base syllable distance from SylSeq1 if there exists any two mismatch 

pairs of consonant or vowel confusing sets, like NC1≠NC1’ and NV2≠NV2’. Similarly, 

there will be K-distance if there are K mismatch pairs between SylSeq1 and SylSeq2. 

 

4.2 Bucket index 

To find the grams with minimum base syllable distance from a given gram, we 

start to find the bucket first which the grams belong to. Our searching is done with the 

string matching algorithm proposed by Du and Chang [1994]. We start from the 

buckets with zero syllable distance. If there is no such gram in these buckets, we 

increase base syllable distance by 1. The maximum distance is defined to be 2 in this 

paper. We use index structure to memorize these buckets for every base syllable 

distance.  

Let [γ,δ](φ,ω) denote a extension bucket index. Symbol γ and δ are the 

buckets whose errors are at any position except γ and δ; symbol φ is the base 

syllable distance  and φ∈{1, 2}; symbol ω represents bigram (ω=2) or trigram 

bucket index (ω= 3). For example, extension bucket index [1,2](1,3) is a trigram index 

with one base syllable distance, and contains the buckets whose errors are at any 

position except the first and second ones. Therefore, [1,2](1,3) contains the following 

buckets: B(O1O2XO4O5O6), B(O1O2O3XO5O6), B(O1O2O3O4XO6), and 

B(O1O2O3O4O5X) (we use X to indicate error occurrence and O correct one for 

notation simplification); similarly, extension bucket index [5,6](1,3) contains buckets: 

B(XO2O3O4O5O6), B(O1X O3O4O5O6), B(O1O2XO4O5O6), and B(O1O2O3XO5O6). 

In fact extension bucket index [1,2](1,3) and [5,6](1,3) together will include all 

buckets with one base syllable distance. The combination of extension bucket index 
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set which contains all the buckets is called a covering extension bucket index. 

Similarly, extension bucket index [1,2](1,3) and [5,6](1,3) are the members of trigram 

covering extension bucket index with one base syllable distance. Thus, there exists 

more than one solution in finding covering extension bucket index.  In fact, finding the 

covering extension bucket index is a NP-complete problem [Garey and Johnson 1979]. 

Since the length of syllable sequence is short and the number of errors is small, it is 

easy to find the covering extension bucket index. Thus, searching buckets can be done 

in real time. 

 

5 Selection Module 

The designed selection module is based on sliding window whose size is set to 

be five in the proposed system. Let C(Si-4), C(S i-3), C(S i-2), and C(S i-1) be the 

characters in front of C(Si) at inputting syllable Si. Then the ranking scheme shown as 

equation (1) is used to rank monograms C(Si), bigrams C(Si-1)C(Si) and trigrams 

C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si)  which exist in the gram database and each type of the grams with 

the top values will be treated as our candidate outputs and will be placed at 

corresponding positions.  

⎩
⎨
⎧

×
=

bigramisgifgBFgP
trigramormonogramisgifgP

gRank
    )()(

      )(
)(       (1) 

                     

In (Eq. 1)  p(g ) is the occurrence probability of g in the training corpus and the BF(g) 

is the binding force for two characters Ci, Ci+1 composing bigram g [Sproat 1990] and 

it is calculated as following equation: 

)()(
)(log)(

1

1
21

+

+
+ =

ii

ii
ii CPCP

CCPCCBF          (2) 

 

Then selection rules applied to select the candidate grams are as follows: 
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1. For a trigram candidate C(S i-2)C(Si-1)C(Si) 

1.1. If either C(S i-4)C(Si-3)C(Si-2) or C(S i-3)C(Si-2)C(Si-1) exists in gram database, 

then if it has overlapping C(Si-1) or C(Si-2)C(Si-1) with C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si), then 

output C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si), otherwise abort C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si)  

1.2. If neither C(S i-4)C(Si-3)C(Si-2) nor C(S i-3)C(Si-2)C(Si-1) is in trigram database, 

then  

1.2.1 if both BF(C(Si-3)C(Si-2)) and BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1)) is less than a 

threshold, then output C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si) 

1.2.2 if either BF(C(Si-3)C(Si-2)) or BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1)) is greater than a 

threshold, and there exists overlapping C(Si-1) or C(Si-2)C(Si-1) with 

C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si), then output C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si). 

1.2.3 if either BF(C(Si-3)C(Si-2)) or BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1)) is greater than a 

threshold but without any overlapping C(Si-1) or C(Si-2)C(Si-1) with 

C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si), then abort C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si). 

2. If there is no C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si) in database or C(Si-2)C(Si-1)C(Si) is aborted, then 

2.1. if C(S i-3)C(Si-2)C(Si-1) exists in database, then check： 

if C(S i-3)C(Si-2)C(Si-1) has overlapping C(Si-1) with candidate C(Si-1)C(Si), 

then output C(Si-1)C(Si), otherwise output the candidate C(Si) 

2.2. if C(S i-3)C(Si-2)C(Si-1) is not in database but C(Si-2)C(Si-1) is, then check: 

if C(Si-2)C(Si-1) has overlapping C(Si-1) with the candidate C(Si-1)C(Si)  

then output C(Si-1)C(Si),  

else if BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1))＜threshold then output candidate C(Si-1)C(Si); 

else if threshold＜BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1))＜BF(C(Si-1)C(Si)), then output candidate 

C(Si-1)C(Si); 

else if BF(C(Si-1)C(Si))＜BF(C(Si-2)C(Si-1)), then output candidate C(Si). 
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6 Experimental results 

The experiments were implemented to justify the system feasibility and tolerance 

ability.  Our training data includes CKIP word database which contains 78,410 words 

from length 1 to length 9 and Chinatimes News on the website 

(http://news.chinatimes.com/) containing 6,582 articles in March 2001. The testing 

data are collected from Chinetimes News on the website containing 7,828 articles in 

April 2001. The system development and testing environment is Windows 98 on PⅡ

450mHz PC with 128MG Ram. 

One experiment is to measure the response time of searching a word in a database. 

A database without bucket indexing ‘no-bucket’ is compared with ‘bucket9x15’ which 

consists of nigh consonant and fifteen vowel confusing sets as listed in Table 3 of 

Section 2. The searching time of the databases with bucket indexing mechanism is 

less than one second. Table 4 shows the best case of searching time and there B(50K) 

means 50K bigrams, T(11K) means 11K trigram and so on.  

Table 4: Best case of searching time (seconds) 
 B(50K)+T(11K) B(100K)+T(210K) B(200K)+T(410K) B(400K)+T(1350K) 

No bucket  0.2 0.77 1.69 15.2 
Bucket9x15 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 

 

Experiments are also implemented for various tolerance tests. There are 100 

sentences randomly selected from the testing data and each sentence has 10.5 

characters in average. We use two commercial STC systems for comparison, namely 

Microsoft IME 2002a (微軟新注音輸入法 XP), and Going 6.5 (自然注音輸入法). 

We compare the accuracy in various tolerance rates which is defined as Eq. 3. In this 

experiment, we disabled the system-defined confusing phonemes of MS 2002a, 

because its confusing mechanism and sets are quite different from ours. Table 5 shows 

the testing results with respect to different the accuracy among four systems. 
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Table 5: the character accuracy of 100 testing sentences. 

Tolerance rate 0% 20% 30% 40% 

9x15 83.94% 83.08% 81.46% 78.23% 

Going6.5 94.30% 67.97% 57.80% 45.34% 

MS 2002a 94.87% 69.30% 56.18% 43.44% 

 

On the other hand experiments to investigate the correlation between tolerance 

rate and positions were also implemented. The tolerance position is selected by testing 

users randomly. Both Table 6 and Table 7 show that the proposed STC system indeed 

supports robust fault tolerance ability.  

 

Table 6: Character accuracy rate of bucket9x15 using 30 training sentences. 

 Tolerance at Consonant Tolerance at Vowel Tolerance at Any Position 

Tolerance rate = 20% 91.77 92.89 94.33 

Tolerance rate = 35% 89.3 85.76 86.6 

Tolerance rate = 45% 86.42 86.27 86.22 

Table 7: Character accuracy rate of bucket9x15 using 30 testing sentences. 

 Tolerance at Consonant Tolerance at Vowel Tolerance at Any Position 

Tolerance rate = 20% 87.34 89.73 85.93 

Tolerance rate = 30% 86.4 85.78 85.35 

Tolerance rate = 40% 85.57 85.99 83.38 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper a high tolerant STC system useful for traditional Chinese input was 

presented. The proposed fault tolerance mechanism is constructed on the basis of a 

user-defined confusing set and a modified bucket indexing scheme is incorporated so 

as to satisfy real-time requirement. Meanwhile the homonym resolution is handled by 
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binding force and heuristic selection rules. The performance of the presented system 

is also justified and compared with various tests. However the drawbacks with the 

proposed system are its lack of semantic and syntactic checking at output selection. 

Hence errors like “珊瑚下單(蛋)”, “工作室(是)一種享受” will occur. So how to 

strengthen the selection module with more linguistic reasoning will be our next step to 

design an intelligent STC system.   
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Abstract 

We present a new approach to aligning bilingual English and Chinese text at sub-sentential level 

by interleaving alphabetic texts and punctuations matches. With sub-sentential alignment, we 

expect to improve the effectiveness of alignment at word, chunk and phrase levels and provide 

finer grained and more reusable translation memory. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, there are renewed interests in using bilingual corpus for building systems for statistical machine 

translation (Brown et al. 1988, 1991), including data-driven machine translation (Richardson et al. 2002), 

computer-assisted revision of translation (Jutras 2000) and cross-language information retrieval (Kwok 

2001). It is therefore useful for the bilingual corpus to be aligned at the sentence level and even sub-

sentence level with very high precision (Moore 2002; Chuang, You and Chang 2002, Kueng and Su 

2002). Especially, for further analyses such as phrase alignment, word alignment (Ker and Chang 1997; 

Melamed 2000) and translation memory, high-precision alignment at sub-sentential levels would be very 

useful. Alignment at sub-sentential level has the potential of improving the effectiveness of alignment at 

word and phrase levels and providing finer grained and more reusable translation memory. 

Much work has been reported in the literature of computational linguistics on how to align sentences, 

while very little is touched on alignment just below the sentence level. The most effective approach for 

sentence alignment is the length-based approach proposed by Brown et al. (1991) and by Gale and 

Church (1991). Both methods use normal distribution to model the ratio of lengths between the counter-

part sentences measured in number of words or characters. Length-based approach for aligning parallel 

corpora has commonly been used and produces surprisingly good results for the language pair of French 

and English at success rates well over 96%. However, it does not perform as well for alignment of text in 

two distant languages such as Chinese and English.  
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Yeh (2003) proposed a punctuation-based approach for sentence alignment which produces even high 

accuracy rates than the length based approach. It was pointed out that the ways different languages use 

punctuations are more or less similar and the correspondence of punctuations across different languages 

can be obtained using a small set of training data. By soft matching punctuations of the two languages in 

ordered comparison, the probabilities of mutual translation for a pair of bilingual sentences can be esti-

mated more effectively than lengths. This is not surprising since the average sentence contains many 

punctuations which carry more information than lengths. Yeh also examined the results of punctuation-

based sentence alignment and observed: 
 

�“Although word alignment links do cross one and other a lot, they general seem not to cross the links between 
punctuations. It appears that we can obtain sub-sentential alignment at clause and phrase levels from the 
alignment of punctuation.�” 

This observation indicates that in bilingual corpus pieces of text delimited by punctuations behave 

much the same way as sentences with non-crossing alignment links. Therefore, it is reasonable to align 

pieces of text ending with a couple of punctuations, much the same way as sentence alignment. Building 

on their work, we develop a new approach to sub-sentential alignment by interleaving the matches of al-

phabetic texts and punctuations. In the following, we first give an example for bilingual sub-sentential 

alignment in Section 2. Then we introduce our probability model in Section 3. Next, we describe experi-

mental setup and results in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with discussion and future work. 

2. Example  

Consider a pair of counterpart paragraphs in the official records of Hong Kong Legislative Council: 

�“My goal is simply this - to safeguard Hong Kong's way of life. This way of life not only produces impressive 
material and cultural benefits; it also incorporates values that we all cherish. Our prosperity and stability under-
pin our way of life. But, equally, Hong Kong's way of life is the foundation on which we must build our future 
stability and prosperity.�” 

Աࠐଚݺ૿ֱ֏֮ࡉढᔆڇΔլڤֱسΖຍଡڤֱسᑑৰ១Δ༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱؾऱݺ

ૹՕऱܓ墿ΔۖޓᘜٽԱՕ୮ຟੴ൦ऱᏝଖᨠΖଉཽऱڜዊਢݺଚسֱڤऱ֭ਪΖٵᑌچΔ

 ഗ៕Ζ(Source: Oct. 7, 1992, Governor ChristopherڤֱسଉཽऱאዊΔٍؘႊڜऱࠐآଚݺ
Francis Patten�’s address to the HK LEGCO) 

 

By sub-sentential alignment, we mean identifying the shortest possible pair of counterpart texts ending 

with punctuations. From the example above, the following is the intended results of sub-sentential 

alignment: 
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 My goal is simply this �– 
 ᑑৰ១Δؾऱݺ

 to safeguard Hong Kong's way of life. 
༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱسֱڤΖ 

 This way of life not only produces impressive material and cultural benefits; 
ຍଡسֱڤΔլڇढᔆ֮ࡉ֏ֱ૿ݺଚࠐԱૹՕऱܓ墿Δ 

 it also incorporates values that we all cherish. 
 ԱՕ୮ຟੴ൦ऱᏝଖᨠΖٽᘜޓۖ

Notice that longer pairs such as the following translation equivalent pair of sentences 

My goal is simply this �– to safeguard Hong Kong's way of life. 
 Ζڤֱسᑑৰ១Δ༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱؾऱݺ

does not fit the bill, since a finer grained subdivision into two 1-1 matches, (My goal is simply this �–, ݺऱ

 also preserve (Ζڤֱسto safeguard Hong Kong's way of life., ༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱ) ᑑৰ១Δ) andؾ

translation equivalence. Not unlike the situation in sentence alignment, there are many to one, one to 

many, and many to many matches. For instance, it is not possible to find a 1-1 match for �“This way of 

life not only produces impressive material and cultural benefits;�” since it only corresponds to �“ຍଡس

ଚݺ૿ֱ֏֮ࡉढᔆڇΔ�” in part. Therefore, we have to combine the subsequent clause �“լڤֱ

ࠐԱૹՕऱܓ墿Δ�” for a 1-2 match. 

 

3. Probability Model 

In this section we describe our probability model. To do so, we will first introduce some necessary nota-

tion. Let E be an English fragment e1, e2,…,em and C be a Chinese paragraph c1, c2,…,cn, which ei and cj is 

a text-fragment as described in Section 2. We define a link l(ei, cj) for ei and cj that are translation ( or part 

of a translation ) of one another. We define null link l(ei, c0) for ei which does not correspond to a transla-

tion. The null link l(e0, cj) is defined similarly. An alignment A for two paragraphs E and C is a set of 

links such that every text-fragment in E and C participates in at least one link, and a text-block linked to 

e0 or c0 participates in no other links. 

We define the alignment problem as finding the alignment A that maximizes P(A|E, C). An alignment 

A consists of t links {l1, l2,�…, lt}, where each lk = (eik, cjk) for some ik and jk.We will refer to consecutive 

subsets of A as },...,,{ 1 jii
j

i llll , Given this notation, P(A|E, C) can be decomposed as follows: 
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For each condition probability, given any pair ei and cj, the link probabilities can be determined direct-

ly from combining the probability of length-based model with punctuation-based model. From the paper 

of Gale and Church in 1993 for length-based model, we know the match probability is Prob(  | match ) 

Prob(match) and Prob(  | match ) can be estimated by 

Prob(  | match ) = 2 ( 1 �– Prob( | | ) ) 

Where Prob( | | ) is the probability that random variable, z, with a standardized ( mean zero, variance 
one) normal distribution, has magnitude at least as large as | |. That is, 

Where 

 dze z 2/2

2
1  )Prob(   

We compute  directly from the length of two portions of text, l1 and l2, and the two parameters, c and 

s2. (Where c is the expected number of characters in L2 per character in L1, and s2 is the variance of the 

number of characters in L2 per character in L1.) That is, 2
112 /)( slcll . Then, Prob( | | ) is com-

puted by integrating a standard normal distribution ( with mean zero and variance 1). 

 Then, from Yeh (2003), for punctuation-based model, we know: 

Ppun(ei, cj) = |)||,(|),( jiji pcpePpcpeP  for some lk = (ei, cj) 
where ei and ci is , one, or two punctuations,  
 ei, cj = English and Chinese text-block 

pei =  the ending English punctuations of ei, i = 1, m 
pcj =  the ending Chinese punctuations cj, j = 1, n, 
P(pc i , pei) = probability of pc i  translates into  pei,  

Thus, for each link lk  given E, C and l, we can compute the probability as follows: 

P( lk|E, C, lk-1) = P(  | match )P(match) * Ppun(ei, cj)  ,  So 

 
t

k
kkk lPmPPFEAP

1
pun )()()(),|(  

4. Experimental results 

In order to assess the performance of our sub-sentential alignment model, we run the system on two test 

cases: 
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1. Official record of proceedings of Hong Kong Legislative Council at Oct. 7, 1992, 

2. Harry Potter Book I Chapter one. 

For probability of punctuation, we use a small set of hand aligned data which led to the following model 

parameters: 

1. Punctuation translation probability (Table 1), 

2. Sentence match type probability (Table 2). 

 

Table 1. Punctuation Translation probability 
English 

Pun. 
Chinese 

Pun. 
Match 
Type Counts Probability 

, Δ! 1-1 541 0.809874 
, Ε! 1-1 56 0.083832 
, Ζ! 1-1 41 0.061377 
, ψ! 1-1 10 0.01497 
, Κ! 1-1 5 0.007485 
, Ι! 1-1 4 0.005988 

 

Table 2. Match probability of clauses 

Match Type Probability 
1-0 0.000197 
0-1 0.000197 
1-1 0.6513 
2-2 0.0066 
1-2 0.0526 
2-1 0.1776 

Other 0.0066 

 

Table 3. Performance evaluation for the two test cases 

Test cases # of para-
graphs # of matches # of correct matches Precision (%)

Official record of proceedings 
of Hong Kong Legislative 

Council 
10 188 174 93 

Harry Potter Book I Chapter 1 110 634 540 85 

Preliminary results shown in Table 3 indicate precision rates of 85% and 93% for the two test cases.  

 

5. Discussion and future work 

We propose a model interleaving length-based text alignment and punctuation alignment to carry out sub-

sentential alignment. The method seems to work reasonably well with an average precision rate around 
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90% in the evaluation of a preliminary implementation. There is still a lot of room for improvement. We 

are currently working on identification of more punctuations useful for sub-sentential alignment, proper 

segmentation of text ending with punctuations, and better model for lengths of sub-sentential fragment. 

We are also looking into the issues of best weighting scheme of length and punctuation information. Fi-

nally, the cases where there is inverion of translated fragments are difficult to handle with length informa-

tion alone. We are also preparing to work with additional lexical information to solve this kind of 

problem in the future. 
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Appendix 
 
Table A. all incorrect alignments of this experiment. Shaded parts indicate imprecision in alignment results. We 

calculated the precision rates by dividing the number of unshaded sentences (counting both English and 
Chinese sentences) by total number of sentences proposed. Since we did not exclude aligned pair using a 
threshold, the recall rate should be the same as the precision rate.  

Sub-sentence alignment based on length and punctuation 
English text Chinese Text 
Opx!jt!uif!ujnf!up!tipx!ipx!xf!nfbo!up!qsfqbsf!gps!

Ipoh!Lpoh(t!gvuvsf!voefs!uibu!gbs.tjhiufe!dpodfqu-!

ڇՈਢழଢ।ࣔݺଚؚጩ৻ᑌਊᅃψԫഏࠟࠫω

ຍଡᄕࠠߠऱዌ৸Δ!

#pof!dpvousz-!uxp!tztufnt#/! ଉཽऱړ܂ࠐآᄷໂΖ!

- we shall maintain an economy which continues to thrive and 
prosper, 

ѧ!ݺଚঁחױᆖᛎᥛዊᓒডΔ໌ທࢬᏁತ

༄Δ!

hfofsbujoh!uif!xfbmui!sfrvjsfe!up!qspwjef!uif!tubo.

ebset!pg!qvcmjd!tfswjdf!uibu!qfpqmf!sjhiumz!efnboe<!

ֽؓΙٽऱޣاऱֆ٥ࣚ೭Δ౨ሒࠩؑࠎ༽ࠌ

Pvs!qsftdsjqujpo!gps!qsptqfsjuz!jt!tusbjhiugpsxbse/! !ଚઌॾΔݺଚᒬທዊऱֱ堚ᄑ១Ζݺ

Xf!cfmjfwf!uibu!cvtjofttnfo!opu!qpmjujdjbot!ps!pggj.

djbmt!nblf!uif!cftu!dpnnfsdjbm!efdjtjpot/!

ਙࢨਙए୮طԳΔۖլਢطਢऱᄐެࠋ່

!ऱΖנ܂

Xf!cfmjfwf!uibu!hpwfsonfou!tqfoejoh!nvtu!gpmmpx!opu!

pvuqbdf!fdpopnjd!hspxui/!

!ႊᇿᙟᆖᛎᏺ९Δؘ֭ၲଚઌॾΔਙݺ

Xf!cfmjfwf!jo!dpnqfujujpo!xjuijo!b!tpvoe-! ۖլᚨ၌ማᆖᛎᏺ९ΖݺଚޓઌॾΔ!

gbjs!gsbnfxpsl!pg!sfhvmbujpo!boe!mbx/! ᚨڇ٤ۖֆؓऱऄՀၞ۩ᤁञΖ!

J!bn!jowjujoh!ejtujohvjtife!nfncfst!pg!uif!cvtjoftt!

dpnnvojuz!up!kpjo!ju/!

!ऱຂਢΔהԵΖףԳՓנᄎᝮᓮໃࠀ

Uifjs!nboebuf!xjmm!cf!up!bewjtf!nf!po;! ༉Հၲࠃႈࠎ༽ݺٻრߠΚ!
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The local broadcast ICRT (International Community Radio Taipei) in Taipei has 

their news scripts sent to their listeners in ALL CAPS, which makes the articles more 

difficult to read.  Therefore, we think it may facilitate the readers if we transform the 

text into normal cases that we are familiar with.  In this prototype system, we 

established a practical method of restoration of case information, using different 

techniques from NLP and statistics.  The system can apply many different kinds of 

approach, however, in this prototype, we focus our analysis and test data on broadcast 

transcription. 

 

Basically, our research involves: 

 Establishing a very large database containing numerous vocabularies and uses as our 

training data.   

 Obtaining text from ICRT news scripts sent by e-mails as our test data. 

 Restoring the cases of the contents into cases that we are more acquainted with. 

 Handling some exceptions. 

Establishing a very large database. Our training data comes from VOA news, which consists of 

9138 articles, 3 million words in total.  For each article, we segment its contents into individual 

words and calculate their n-gram probabilities. 

Obtaining text from ICRT news scripts. We perform similar piecing process on the news 

scripts.  After obtaining each isolated word, we query its probabilities in unigram, bigram, and 

trigram probabilities, which have two, four, and eight values respectively from our training data. 
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Restoring the cases of the contents. After accomplishing Viterbi algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) to 

compute the highest probability and its P-model value (Lucian Vlad Lita, 2003), we acquire the 

best restoration of case for each word, and then we alter the texts.  We have an example in 

Figure 1, an original text from one of the ICRT news scripts and the text after restoration. 

Upper Case: WILLIAM SAMPSON SPENT 31 MONTHS IN PRISON IN SAUDI ARABIA, 

WHERE HE WAS SENTENCED TO DEATH OVER A SERIES OF BOMBINGS THAT 

KILLED ONE PERSON. 

After Restoration: William Sampson spent 31 months in prison in Saudi Arabia, where he was 

sentenced to death over a series of bombings that killed one person. 

Figure 1: An example of upper case text and restoration 

Handling exceptions. Actually, the word ‘Sampson’ was not found in our training data, however, 

we assume unknown words as proper nouns and therefore we capitalize its first letter.  Here we 

have another experiment in Figure 2. 

Upper Case: THE U.S. MILITARY ISSUED A PUBLIC APOLOGY TO THE PEOPLE OF 

A SHIITE MUSLIM NEIGHBORHOOD IN BAGHDAD ON THURSDAY FOR AN 

INCIDENT IN WHICH A MAN WAS KILLED AND FOUR OTHERS WOUNDED AFTER 

AN AMERICAN BLACK HAWK HELICOPTER BLEW DOWN AN ISLAMIC BANNER 

WITH ITS ROTOR WASH. THAT APPEARS TO BE A MAJOR SHIFT IN THE MILITARY'S 

RELATIONS WITH THE NEWS MEDIA. 

After Restoration: the U. S. military issued a public apology to the people of a Shiite Muslim 

neighborhood in Baghdad on Thursday for an incident in which a man was killed and four others 

wounded after an American Black Hawk helicopter blew down an Islamic banner with its rotor 

wash. that appears to be a major shift in the military's relations with the news media. 

Figure 2: Another example of upper case text and restoration 

Again, we found some adjustments have to be done, and the first letter of the first word in a 

sentence ought to be in upper case is one of them.  Even so, we have to ask ourselves, “What is a 

sentence?”  Is it something ends up with a period, an exclamation mark, or a question mark?  

Apparently, we can find a counter example with “U.S.”.  Here we use heuristic sentence 

boundary detection algorithm to determine what a sentence is and capitalized the first words in a 
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sentence as shown in Figure 3. 

After restoration: The U.S. military issued a public apology to the people of a Shiite Muslim 

neighborhood in Baghdad on Thursday for an incident in which a man was killed and four others 

wounded after an American Black Hawk helicopter blew down an Islamic banner with its rotor 

wash. That appears to be a major shift in the military's relations with the news media. 

Figure 3: The previous example after sentence adjustment  

Our demonstration model shows we can convert all-cap English news scripts quite well.  There 

are some possible improvements and our future works are improving our performance, which can 

reduce the time we spend on transforming the text.  Also, create a macro in Outlook so if the 

readers receive their e-mails from ICRT with Outlook, they may have the restoration done by 

running a macro.  We are looking forward to finding the readers feeling this tool useful and 

somewhat convenient.   
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Abstract 

We present a new approach to aligning bilingual English and Chinese text at sub-sentential level 

by interleaving alphabetic texts and punctuations matches. With sub-sentential alignment, we 

expect to improve the effectiveness of alignment at word, chunk and phrase levels and provide 

finer grained and more reusable translation memory. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, there are renewed interests in using bilingual corpus for building systems for statistical machine 

translation (Brown et al. 1988, 1991), including data-driven machine translation (2002), computer-

assisted revision of translation (Jutras 2000) and cross-language information retrieval (Kwok 2001). It is 

therefore useful for the bilingual corpus to be aligned at the sentence level and even sub-sentence level 

with very high precision (Moore 2002; Chuang, You and Chang 2002, Kueng and Su 2002). Especially, 

for further analyses such as phrase alignment, word alignment (Ker and Chang 1997; Melamed 2000) and 

translation memory, high precision and quality alignment at sentence or sub-sentential levels would be 

very useful. Furthermore, alignment at sub-sentential level has the potential of improving the effective-

ness of alignment at word, chunk and phrase levels and providing finer grained and more reusable transla-

tion memory. 

Much work has been reported in the literature of computational linguistics studying how to align sen-

tences. One of the most effective approaches is length-based approach proposed by Brown et al. and by 

Gale and Church. Length-based approach for aligning parallel corpora has commonly been used and pro-

duces surprisingly good results for the language pair of French and English at success rates well over 

96%. However, it does not perform as well for alignment of two distant languages such as Chinese-

English. Furthermore, for sub-sentential alignment, length-based approach gets less effectiveness than 

running it in sentence level since sub-sentence has less information in length. 
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Punctuations based approach (Yeh, Chuang and Chang 2003 ) for sentence alignment produces high 

accuracy rates as same as length based approach and was independent of languages. Although the ways 

different languages around the world use punctuations vary, symbols such as commas and full stops are 

used in most languages to demarcate writing, while question and exclamation marks are used to show 

emphasis. However, for sub-sentential alignment, punctuation-based approach has the same problem as 

length-based approach �— no enough information in sub-sentence since sub-sentence might be very short 

and just include one or two punctuations within it. 

Yeh, Chuang and Chang (2003) examined the results of punctuation-based sentence alignment and ob-

served: 

�“Although word alignment links do cross one and other a lot, they general seem not to cross the links between 
punctuations. It appears that we can obtain sub-sentential alignment at clause and phrase levels from the 
alignment of punctuation.�” 

Building on their work, we develop a new approach to sub-sentential alignment by interleaving the 

alignment of text and punctuations. In the following, we first give an example for bilingual sub-sentential 

alignment in Section 2. Then we introduce our probability model in Section 3. Next, we describe experi-

mental setup and results in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with discussion and future work. 

2. Example  

Consider a pair of aligned sentences in a parallel corpus as below: 

�“My goal is simply this - to safeguard Hong Kong's way of life. This way of life not only produces impressive 
material and cultural benefits; it also incorporates values that we all cherish. Our prosperity and stability under-
pin our way of life. But, equally, Hong Kong's way of life is the foundation on which we must build our future 
stability and prosperity.�” 

Աࠐଚݺ૿ֱ֏֮ࡉढᔆڇΔլڤֱسΖຍଡڤֱسᑑৰ១Δ༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱؾऱݺ

ૹՕऱܓ墿ΔۖޓᘜٽԱՕ୮ຟੴ൦ऱᏝଖᨠΖଉཽऱڜዊਢݺଚسֱڤऱ֭ਪΖٵᑌچΔ

 ഗ៕ΖڤֱسଉཽऱאዊΔٍؘႊڜऱࠐآଚݺ

We can observe that although word alignment links might cross one and other a lot, there exist some 

text-blocks as follow that general seem not to cross the links between punctuations: 

�“My goal is simply this �–�“ 

 ”�ᑑৰ១Δؾऱݺ“�

�“to safeguard Hong Kong's way of life.�” 

 �“༉ਢঅᎽଉཽऱسֱڤΖ�” 

�“This way of life not only produces impressive material and cultural benefits;�” 

�“ຍଡسֱڤΔլڇढᔆ֮ࡉ֏ֱ૿ݺଚࠐԱૹՕऱܓ墿Δ�” 
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�“it also incorporates values that we all cherish.�” 

 ”�ԱՕ୮ຟੴ൦ऱᏝଖᨠΖٽᘜޓۖ“�

�… 

That�’s what we call sub-sentences here. From the examples above, we can define that a sub-sentence 

is a text-block that include at least one or more punctuations. That�’s an unclear definition since a sentence 

and a paragraph also fit the definition too. However, what we want is to find out the shortest parallel text-

block pairs that fit the definition. That�’s why in the third pair of above examples, �“ຍଡسֱڤΔ�” is a 

Chinese text-block but we have to combine it with �”լڇढᔆ֮ࡉ֏ֱ૿ݺଚࠐԱૹՕऱܓ

墿Δ�”, because we can�’t find any English text-block correspond to �“ຍଡسֱڤΔ�”, we have to com-

bine the two Chinese above first, than we can find the corresponding one : �“This way of life not only pro-

duces impressive material and cultural benefits;�”. 

3. Probability Model 

In this section we describe our probability model. To do so, we will first introduce some necessary nota-

tion. Let E be an English paragraph e1, e2,…,em and C be a Chinese paragraph c1, c2,…,cn, which ei and cj 

is a text-blocks as described in Section 2. We define a link l(ei, cj) to exist if ei and cj are translation ( or 

part of a translation ) of one another. We define null link l(ei, c0) to exist if ei does not correspond to a 

translation of any cj. The null link l(e0, cj) is defined similarly. An alignment A for two paragraphs E and 

C is a set of links such that every text-block in E and C participates in at least one link, and a text-block 

linked to e0 or c0 participates in no other links. 

We define the alignment problem as finding the alignment A that maximizes P(A|E, C). An alignment 

A consists of t links {l1, l2,�…, lt}, where each lk = l(eik, cjk) for some ik and jk.We will refer to consecutive 

subsets of A as },...,,{ 1 jii
j

i llll , Given this notation, P(A|E, C) can be decomposed as follows: 

t

k

k
k

t lCElPFElPFEAP
1

1
11 ),,|(),|(),|(  

For each condition probability, given any pair ei and cj, the link probabilities can be determined direct-

ly from combining the probability of length-based model with punctuation-based model. From the paper 

of Gale and Church in 1993 for length-based model, we know the match probability is Prob(  | match ) 

Prob(match) and Prob(  | match ) can be estimated by 

Prob(  | match ) = 2 ( 1 �– Prob( | | ) ) 
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Where Prob( | | ) is the probability that random variable, z, with a standardized ( mean zero, variance 
one) normal distribution, has magnitude at least as large as | |. That is, 

Where 

 dze z 2/2

2
1  )Prob(   

We compute  directly from the length of two portions of text, l1 and l2, and the two parameters, c and 

s2. (Where c is the expected number of characters in L2 per character in L1, and s2 is the variance of the 

number of characters in L2 per character in L1.) That is, 2
112 /)( slcll . Then, Prob( | | ) is com-

puted by integrating a standard normal distribution ( with mean zero and variance 1). 

 Then, from Yeh, Chuang and Chang (2003), for punctuation-based model, we know: 

P(ei, cj) = 
1

1

1

1

|)|,0(),()0|,(|),(|)||,(|),(
m

i
j

n

j
jiijiji pcpcnullPpepnullpePpcpeppcpeP  

where ei and ci is , one, or two punctuations,  
 ei, cj = English and Chinese text-block 

pe1 pe2…pem = pE, the English punctuations, 
pc1 pc2…pcn = pC, the Chinese punctuations, 
|pei| and |pci| are the number 0f punctuations in  
pei and pci respectively, 
P(pc i , pei) = probability of pc i  translates into  pei,  

Thus, for each link lk  given E, C and l, we can computing the probability as following: 

P( lk|E, C, lk-1) = P(  | match )P(match) * P(ei, ci)  ,  So 

 
t

k
jkik cePmatchPmatchPFEAP

1

),()()|(),|(  

4. Experimental result 

In order to assess the performance of our sub-sentential alignment model, we selected top ten bilingual 

articles from official record of proceedings of Hong Kong Legislative Council at Oct. 7, 1992 as our ex-

perimental data. For probability of punctuation, We use all the data such as punctuation translation prob-

ability(Table 1)and category frequency Prob(match) (Table 2) from Yeh, Chuang and Chang (2003) 

directly. For probability of length, we set c = 3.23 , standard variance = 0.93 and  match probability as 

Table 3: 

Table 1. Punctuation Translation probability 
English 

Pun. 
Chinese 

Pun. 
Match 
Type Counts Probability 
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, Δ! 1-1 541 0.809874 
, Ε! 1-1 56 0.083832 
, Ζ! 1-1 41 0.061377 
, ψ! 1-1 10 0.01497 
, Κ! 1-1 5 0.007485 
, Ι! 1-1 4 0.005988 

 
Table 2: P(match) Category Frequency Prob(match) 

Match type 1-1 1-0, 0-1 1-2 2-1 1-3 1-4 1-5 
Probability 0.65 0.000197 0.0526 0.178 0.066 0.0013 0.00013 

Table 3. Match probability of sentences 

Match Type Probability 
1-0 0.000197 
0-1 0.000197 
1-1 0.6513 
2-2 0.0066 
1-2 0.0526 
2-1 0.1776 
1-3 0.0066 
3-1 0.0658 
1-4 0.00132 
4-1 0.0132 

 After aligning by our model, we got 94 parallel records from the ten articles, and had precision rate at 

92.55%. To calculate precision rate, we count English and Chinese sub-sentences isolated, so were the 

error records. For detail, refer to Appendix. Following table show the result: 

Article # of sub-sentence errors Prec(%) 

Official record of proceed-
ings of Hong Kong Legisla-

tive Council 
188 14 92.55 

 

5. Discussion and future work 

We propose a model combining length-based approach with punctuation-based approach to do sub-

sentential alignment and we got about 93% precision rates here. It was not bad but still had a lot of space 

to improve. We should change the sub-sentence match type probability first of all.  We use the probability 

of sentence match type instead of sub-sentence match type in this experiment since we don�’t do sub-

sentence training first. It causes a problem, because a sub-sentence has higher probability to include two 
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or three text-blocks within it than a sentence do. An inverted sentence causes the second problem here, no 

matter length-based or punctuation-based approach you used; they cannot solve this kind of problem. We 

might add lexical information in it to solve this kind of problem in the future. 
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Appendix 
 
Table A. all incorrect alignments of this experiment. Shaded parts indicate imprecision in alignment results. We 

calculated the precision rates by dividing the number of unshaded sentences (counting both English and 
Chinese sentences) by total number of sentences proposed. Since we did not exclude aligned pair using a 
threshold, the recall rate should be the same as the precision rate.  

Sub-sentence alignment based on length and punctuation 
English text Chinese Text 
\Opx^!\jt!uif!ujnf^!\up!tipx^!\ipx!xf!nfbo!up!qsfqbsf^

\gps!Ipoh!Lpoh(t!gvuvsf^!\voefs!uibu!gbs.tjhiufe!dpo.

dfqu^-!

ڇՈਢழଢ।ࣔݺଚؚጩ৻ᑌਊᅃψԫഏࠟࠫω

ຍଡᄕࠠߠऱዌ৸Δ!

\#pof!dpvousz-!uxp!tztufnt#^/! ଉཽऱړ܂ࠐآᄷໂΖ!

[- we shall maintain] [an economy] [which] [continues to thrive] 
[and prosper,] 

ѧ!ݺଚঁחױᆖᛎᥛዊᓒডΔ໌ທࢬᏁತ

༄Δ!

\hfofsbujoh!uif!xfbmui^!\sfrvjsfe!up!qspwjef^!\uif!

tuboebset!pg!qvcmjd!tfswjdf^!\uibu!qfpqmf!sjhiumz!ef.

nboe<^!

ֽؓΙٽऱޣاऱֆ٥ࣚ೭Δ౨ሒࠩؑࠎ༽ࠌ

\Pvs!qsftdsjqujpo!gps!qsptqfsjuz^!\jt!tusbjhiugps.

xbse/^!

!ଚઌॾΔݺଚᒬທዊऱֱ堚ᄑ១Ζݺ

\Xf!cfmjfwf!uibu^!\cvtjofttnfo^!\opu!qpmjujdjbot!ps!

pggjdjbmt^!\nblf!uif!cftu!dpnnfsdjbm!efdjtjpot/^!

ਙࢨਙए୮طԳΔۖլਢطਢऱᄐެࠋ່

!ऱΖנ܂

\Xf!cfmjfwf!uibu^!\hpwfsonfou!tqfoejoh^!\nvtu!gpmmpx^!

\opu!pvuqbdf^!\fdpopnjd!hspxui/^!

!ႊᇿᙟᆖᛎᏺ९Δؘ֭ၲଚઌॾΔਙݺ

\Xf!cfmjfwf!jo!dpnqfujujpo^!\xjuijo^!\b!tpvoe-! ۖլᚨ၌ማᆖᛎᏺ९ΖݺଚޓઌॾΔ!

gbjs!gsbnfxpsl!pg!sfhvmbujpo!boe!mbx/^! ᚨڇ٤ۖֆؓऱऄՀၞ۩ᤁञΖ!

\J!bn!jowjujoh!ejtujohvjtife!nfncfst^!\pg!uif!cvtjoftt!

dpnnvojuz^!\up!kpjo!ju/^!

!ऱຂਢΔהԵΖףԳՓנᄎᝮᓮໃࠀ

\Uifjs!nboebuf^!\xjmm!cf^!\up!bewjtf!nf^!\po;^! ༉Հၲࠃႈࠎ༽ݺٻრߠΚ!
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Abstract 

This paper describes a Web-based English-Chinese concordance system, TotalRecall, 
being developed in National Digital Learning Project – CANDLE, to promote 
translation reuse and encourage authentic and idiomatic use in second language 
learning. We exploited and structured existing high-quality translations from the 
bilingual Sinorama Magazine to build the concordance of authentic text and 
translation. Novel approaches were taken to provide high-precision bilingual 
alignment on the sentence, phrase and word levels. A browser-based user interface 
also developed for ease of access over the Internet. Users can search for word, 
phrase or expression in English or Chinese. The Web-based user interface facilitates 
the recording of the user actions to provide data for further research. 

1 Introduction 

A concordance tool is particularly useful for studying a piece of literature when thinking in 
terms of a particular word, phrase or theme. It will show how often and where a word occurs, 
so can be helpful in building up some idea of how different themes recur within an article or a 
collection of articles. Concordances have been indispensable for lexicographers and 
increasingly considered instrumental for promoting learning effectiveness and motivation for 
language instructors and learners. A bilingual concordance tool is like a monolingual 
concordance, except that each sentence is associated with translation counterpart in a second 
language. It could be extremely useful for bilingual lexicographers, human translators and 
second language learners. Pierre Isabelle, in 1993, pointed out: “existing translations contain 
more solutions to more translation problems than any other existing resource.” It is 
particularly useful and convenient when the resource of existing translations is made available 
on the Internet. Web based bilingual concordances have proved to be very useful and popular. 
For example, the English-French concordance system, TransSearch (Macklovitch et al. 2000), 
provides a familiar interface for the users who only need to type in the expression in question, 
a list of citations will come up and it is easy to scroll down until one finds one that is useful. 
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In addition to the similar functionalities provided by TransSearch, TotalRecall comes with an 
additional feature making the solution more easily recognized: the user not only gets all the 
citations related to the expression in question, but also gets to see the translation counterpart 
highlighted. 

 
TotalRecall extends the translation memory technology and provide an interactive tool 

intended for translators and non-native speakers trying to find ideas to properly express 

themselves. TotalRecall empowers the user by allowing her to take the initiative in 
submitting queries for searching authentic, contemporary use of English. These queries may 
be single words, phrases, or longer expressions, the system will search a substantial and 
relevant corpus and return bilingual citations that are helpful to human translators and second 
language learners. 

 

2 Aligning the corpus 

Central to TotalRecall is a bilingual corpus and a set of programs that provide the bilingual 
analyses to yield a translation memory database out of the bilingual corpus. Currently, we are 
working with a collection of Chinese-English articles from the Sinorama magazine. Two 
additional bilingual collections: Studio Classroom English lessons and Hansard of Hong 
Kong Legislative Council are now in the work.  That would allow us to offer bilingual texts 
in both translation directions and with different levels of difficulty. Currently, the articles 
from Sinaroma seems to be quite usefully by its own, covering a wide range of topics, 
reflecting the personalities, places, and events in Taiwan for the past three decade.  
 

The concordance database is composed of bilingual sentence pairs. In addition, there are 
also tables to record additional information, including the source of each sentence pairs, 
metadata, and the information on phrase and word level alignment. With that additional 

information, TotalRecall provides various functions, including  
1. Viewing of the full text of the source with a simple click.  
2. Highlighted translation counterpart of the query words or phrases.  
3. Ranking that is pedagogically useful for translation and language learning. 
 
We are currently running an experimental prototype with Sinorama articles, dated mainly 

from 1990 to 2000. There are approximately 50,000 bilingual sentences and over 2 million 
words in total. We also plan to continuously updating the database with newer information 
from Sinorama magazine so that the concordance is kept up to date and relevant.  
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The bilingual texts that go into TotalRecall must be rearranged and structured. We 
describe the main steps below: 

2.1 Sentence Alignment 

After parsing each article from files and put them into the database, we need to segment 
articles into sentences and align them into pairs of mutual translation. While the length-based 
approach (Church and Gale 1991) to sentence alignment produces surprisingly good results 
for the close language pair of French and English at success rates well over 96%, it does not 
fair as well for distant language pairs such as English and Chinese. Work on sentence 
alignment of English and Chinese texts (Wu 1994), indicates that the lengths of English and 
Chinese texts are not as highly correlated as in French-English task, leading to lower success 
rate (85-94%) for length-based aligners.  

 
Simard, Foster, and Isabelle (1992) pointed out cognates in two close languages such as 

English and French can be used to measure the likelihood of mutual translation. However, for 
the English-Chinese pair, there are no orthographic, phonetic or semantic cognates readily 
recognizable by the computer. Therefore, the cognate-based approach is not applicable to the 
Chinese-English tasks.  
 

At first, we used the length-based method for sentence alignment. The average precision 
of aligned sentence pairs is about 95%. We are now using a newer alignment method based 
on punctuation statistics. Although the average ratio of the punctuation counts in a text is low 
(less than 15%), punctuations provide valid additional evidence, helping to achieve high 
degree of alignment precision. It turns out that punctuations alone are telling evidences for 
sentence alignment, if we do more than hard matching of punctuations and take into 
consideration of intrinsic sequencing of punctuation in ordered comparison. Experiment 
results show that the punctuation-based approach outperforms the length-based approach with 
precision rates approaching 98%.  

 

2.2 Phrase and Word Alignment 

After sentences and their translation counterparts are identified, we proceeded to carry 
out finer-grained alignment on the phrase and word levels. We employ part of speech 
patterns and statistical analyses to extract bilingual phrases/collocations from a 
parallel corpus. The preferred syntactic patterns are obtained from idioms and 
collocations in the machine readable English-Chinese version of Longman Dictionary 
of Contemporary of English. 
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Figure 1. The results of searching for “hard” with citation ranking by counts of word and 

translation pairs. 
 
Phrases matching the patterns are extract from aligned sentences in a parallel corpus. 

Those phrases are subsequently matched up via cross linguistic statistical association. 
Statistical association between the whole phrase as well as words in phrases are used jointly 
to link a collocation and its counterpart collocation in the other language. See Table 1 for an 
example of extracting bilingual collocations. The word and phrase level information is kept in 
relational database for use in processing queries, highlighting translation counterparts, and 
ranking citations. Sections 3 and 4 will give more details about that. 

 

3 The Queries 

The goal of the TotalRecall System is to allow a user to look for instances of specific words 
or expressions. For this purpose, the system opens up two text boxes for the user to enter 
queries in any one of the languages involved or both. We offer some special expressions for 
users to specify the following queries: 
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Table 1  The result of Chinese collocation candidates extracted. The shaded collocation 
pairs are selected based on competition of whole phrase log likelihood ratio and word-based 
translation probability. Un-shaded items 7 and 8 are not selected because of conflict with 
previously chosen bilingual collocations, items 2 and 3. 

 

 
 Exact single word query - W. For instance, enter “work” to find citations that contain 

“work,” but not “worked”, “working”, “works.” 

 Exact single lemma query – W+. For instance, enter “work+” to find citations that 
contain “work”, “worked”, “working”, “works.” 

 Exact string query. For instance, enter “in the work” to find citations that contain the 
three words, “in,” “the,” “work” in a row, but not citations that contain the three words 
in any other way. 

 Conjunctive and disjunctive query. For instance, enter “give+ advice+” to find citations 
that contain “give” and “advice.” It is also possible to specify the distance between 
“give” and “advice,” so they are from a VO construction. Similarly, enter “hard | 
difficult | tough” to find citations that involve difficulty to do, understand or bear 
something, using any of the three words. 

 

Once a query is submitted, TotalRecall displays the results on Web pages. Each result 
appears as a pair of segments, usually one sentence each in English and Chinese, in 
side-by-side format. The words matching the query are highlighted, and a “context” hypertext 
link is included in each row. If this link is selected, a new page appears displaying the 
bilingual paragraph or article, containing query.  

 

4 Ranking 

It is well known that the typical user has no patient to go beyond the first or second pages 
returned by a search engine. Therefore, ranking and putting the most useful information in the 
first one or two pages is of paramount importance for search engines. This is also true for a 
concordance.  
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Experiments with a focus group indicate that the following ranking strategies are 

important: 
 

 Citations with a translation counterpart should be ranked first. 

 Citations with a frequent translation counterpart appear before ones with less frequent 
translation 

 Citations with same translation counterpart should be shown in clusters. The cluster can 
be called out entirely on demand. 

 Ranking by nonlinguistic features should also be provided, including date, sentence 
length, query position in citations, relevancy as indicated via within document term 
frequency, etc. 
 

With various ranking options available, the users can choose one that is most convenient and 
productive for the work at hand. 

 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we describe a bilingual concordance designed as a computer assisted translation 

and language learning tool. Currently, TotalRecall uses Sinorama Magazine corpus as the 
translation memory and will be continuously updated as new issues of the magazine becomes 
available. We have already put a beta version on line and experimented with a focus group of 
second language learners. The learners as well as their instructors seems to enjoy the novel 

features of TotalRecall including highlighting of query and corresponding translations, 
clustering and ranking of search results according translation and frequency. 

 
TotalRecall enables the non-native speaker who is looking for a way to express an idea in 

English or Chinese. We are also adding on the basic functions to include a log of user 
activities, which will record the users’ query behavior and their background. We could then 
analyze the data and find useful information for future research. 
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This prototype system demonstrates a novel method of word segmentation based on 

corpus statistics. Since the central technique we used is unsupervised training based on a 

large corpus, we refer to this approach as unsupervised word segmentation. 

 

The unsupervised approach is general in scope and can be applied to both Mandarin Chinese and 

Taiwanese. In this prototype, we illustrate its use in word segmentation of Taiwanese Bible 

written in Hanzi and Romanized characters. Basically, it involves: 

 Computing mutual information, MI, between Hanzi and Romanized characters A and B. If A 
and B have a relatively high MI, we lean toward treating AB as a word. 

 Using a greedy method to form words of 2 to 4 characters in the input sentences.  

 Building an N-gram model from the results of first-round word segmentation 

 Segmenting words based on the N-gram model 

 Iterating between the above two steps: building N-gram and word segmentation 

 

Computing mutual information. Using mutual information is motivated by the observation of 

previous work by Hank and Church (1990) and Sproat and Shih (1990). If A and B have a 

relatively high MI that is over a certain threshold, we prefer to identify AB as a word over those 

having lower MI values. In the experiment with Taiwanese Bible, the system identified Hanzi and 

Romanized syllables. Out of those, we obtained pairs of consecutive single or double Hanzi 

characters and Romanized syllables. So those pairs are commonly known as character bigrams, 

trigrams, and fourgrams. We differed from the common N-gram calculation and treated those as 

pairs of character sequence in order to apply mutual information statistics. Table 1 shows some 

examples of the pairs and MI values. We have excluded pairs having MI 2.2 or lower. 
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Table 1. Example of consecutive pairs 
(C1, C2) and MI values for the 
text of Taiwanese Bible 

C1 C2 Mutual Information 
ഡ ոԳ 568.6012 
ഡ ո 281.1248 
࣠  34.9152 
ഡո Գ 34.6398 
Ⴜփ ᖫ 23.6275 
ո Գ 16.4376 
փ ᖫᇙ 10.7914 
Ⴜ փ 10.6569 
ຏ ଇ 8.9151 
ᖫ ᇙ 4.2192 
ոԳ ኙ 3.2395 
 ຏଇ 2.8967 

 

Word Segmentation. With the potential words and MI values indicating their likelihood, we 

proceeded to segment the text of a large corpus into words. For the Taiwanese Bible, we had to 

take care of the problem of text being written down in more than one writing system: we had 

mixed Hanzi and Romanized syllables as input. Using a greedy method, we gradually formed 

words of 2 to 4 characters (or Romanized syllables) in the input sentences. A word with high-MI 

constituent characters took precedence in forming words.  

Table 2. Example of consecutive pairs and MI values for the text of Taiwanese Bible 
Left Syllable String, C1  Right Syllable String, C2 Mutual Information MI(C1, C2) 

2-Syllable pairs 
ഡ ո 281.1248 
࣠  34.9152 
ո Գ 16.4376 
Ⴜ փ 10.6569 
ຏ ଇ 8.9151 
ᖫ ᇙ 4.2192 
ոԳ ኙ 3.2395 

3-Syllable pairs 
ഡ ոԳ 568.6012 
ഡո Գ 34.6398 
Ⴜփ ᖫ 23.6275 
փ ᖫᇙ 10.7914 
 ຏଇ 2.8967 

When successive words were formed, they could not contradict with the words determined 

previously. For instance, given the input “ഡոԳኙᝑΚψႼփᖫᇙऱ࣠ຏଇ,” we looked 
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up the table storing MI statistics and obtained the information shown in Table2. First, we formed 

words of two characters. Based on the information in Table 2, the system formed the words, ഡ

ո, ࣠, ຏଇ, Ⴜփ, ᖫᇙ. Notice that ոԳ is not selected because of confliction with 

previous decision about the word ഡո. Subsequently, we tried to extend the two-syllable words 

chosen. A word is extended to three or four syllables if the MI is increased and in the corpus over 

 % of instances the two-character words can be extended that way. Currently, we set  

Admittedly, there is limitation to what distributional regularity based on MI can be exploited for 

word segmentation and there were still many errors in the first-round word segmentation results. 

For instance, for the input, “ݺઙᡷળࡉဎᝑΚόળࡉဎ … ,” the system produced the 

segmentation of “ݺ / ઙᡷ / ળࡉဎ / ᝑ / Κ / ό / ળ / ࡉဎ /  /.” The first instance 

of ળࡉဎ was segmented correctly, while the second instance of ળࡉဎ was over-segmented 

because of the frequent character  before it. That problem can be partially alleviated by an 

Expectation Maximization Algorithm of learning an N-gram model of word segmentation. 

 

Building an N-gram model.  

Currently, we used the unigram model where the probability of each word was estimated based 

on the Good-Turing smoothing technique. First we tally the total number of words N and count R 

of each word W. Let N r be the number of distinct words have count r. Also, let N 0 be the number 

of distinct syllable strings that never appear as a word. Godd-Turing smoothing stipulates that we 

calculate r’ as an adjustment for r as follows: 

r0 = N1 / N 0 

ri = (i+1) Ni+1 / N i 

After the adjustment step, we obtained the probability for the unigram model as follows: 

 P( W ) = r’ / N  where r’ is the smoothed count of W 

 For instance, we had the counts after the first-round MI-based segmentation as showed in Table 

3.  

Table 3. Good-Turing estimates for unigrams: Adjusted frequencies and probabilities 
r Nr  r*  PGT(.)
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0 972,444 0.00417 0.0000000074
1 4,056 0.97436 0.0000017360
2 1,976 1.37854 0.0000024562
3 908 2.94273 0.0000052431
4 668 3.69760 0.0000065881

Table 4. Probabilities used in word segmentation of “ળࡉဎ” 
Word   Raw Count Probability 
 ળ 268 0.0004775030
 ဎ 433 0.0007714881ࡉ
 0.0018672506 1,048 
ળࡉဎ 5,612 0.0099990557 
 0.0000000074 0 ࡉળ
ဎ 404 0.0007198180 
ળ0.0000017360 1 ࡉ 

Word Segmentation based on the N-gram model. We proceeded to redo the word 

segmentation task on the same corpus with an aim of rectifying the errors occurring in the 

previous stage. This was done following the standard dynamic programming procedure of 

Viterbi Algorithm of finding segmentation S satisfying the following optimality 

condition: 

S = )(maxarg
,1

i
)..( 1 niWW

WP
n

. 

For the example of “ݺઙᡷળࡉဎᝑΚόળࡉဎ … ” given earlier, the system is likely to 

produce correct segmentation “ݺ / ઙᡷ / ળࡉဎ / ᝑ / Κ / ό /  / ળࡉဎ /  /… .” 

Table 5. Probabilities for various segmentations of “ળࡉဎ” 
Segmentation, S P(W1) P(W2) P(W3) P(S) 
ဎ 0.0018672506 0.0099990557ࡉળ , - 0.0000186707 
ဎ 0.0004775030 0.0007714881ࡉ ,ળ - 0.0000003684 
ဎ 0.0000000074 0.0007198180 ,ࡉળ - 0.0000000000053 
ဎ 0.0018672506 0.0000017360 ,ࡉળ , 0.0007198180 0.0000000000023 

Iterating between building N-gram and word segmentation. The improved word segmentation 

obviously will bring about a better N-gram model for segmentation. Subsequently the improved 

N-gram will help to produce segmentation results of higher accuracy. The process of 

improvement usually converges quickly after a couple of iterations.  

Our demonstration prototype sheds new lights on the extensively studied problem of word 
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segmentation. The prototype illustrates:  

 It is possible to achieve high-precision word segmentation for a sufficiently large corpus 
without a dictionary, rivaling human annotation. 

 The heuristic MI-based approach by Sproat can be extended effective to handle word longer 
than two characters 

 A more theorectically sound approach based on N-gram model and unsupervised learning 
based on EM-like algorithm can bring about higher performance than the heuristic approach 
based on mutual information. 

 Unsupervised, self-organized word segmentation can provide an objective view of word 
segmentation. This should be considered as a quantitative, corpus-dependent method when 
setting up a segmentation standard or benchmark for word segmentation. 

High-precision segmentation of Hanzi text can be achieved by unsupervised training on a 

reasonably sized corpus. Unsupervised word segmentation represents an innovative way to 

acquire lexical units in a large corpus based on lexical distributional regularity. Word 

segmentation algorithm is standard Viterbi algorithm and is independent of N-gram trained on the 

corpus, making it easy to change domains. The approach is useful in an indefinite number of 

areas, and lends itself to customization for a particular user or task. For example, the results can 

be used to prepare a concordance, as the first steps in many natural language processing systems 

such as machine translation, information retrieval, or text-to-speech system. Finally, the model 

explored here can be a basis for self-organized word segmentation and alignment of bilingual 

Chinese-English corpus. 
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ᄔाǺ 

ޑӧᡣຎΚምᛖޑǴҞس၌Ԗᖂਜޑᒡрکॺी௦ҔᇟॣᒡΕך 

ਜᝤǴΨޑ၌ၗझόՠёаޓԖᖂਜǶ϶ޓ၌٠ԏ᠋మεߡझૈБޓ

ёаΠၩԖᖂਜޔௗԏ᠋Ƕ೭ঁس௦ҔΑٿεᇟॣೀೌמޑ : ᇟॣᒣᆶ

ᇟॣӝԋǶޣճҔ HMM-basedޑচǴԶޣࡕ௦Ҕ concatenation-based 

PSOLAޑӝԋೌמǶӧسीБय़߾ၮҔΑMicrosoft .NETᄬΠޑWeb 

ServiceٰՉ܌ԖфૈޑӝǶനࡕǴӧسᒣຑКБय़ǴךॺΨளډΑό

ᒱޑԋ݀Ƕ 

 

ǷسϟಏǺ 

ҁسᄬӧMicrosoft .NET FrameworkϐΠǴճҔWeb Serviceޑф Ǵૈ

ٰՉӚᅿᆛၡၗޑᒡǶ٬ҔޣճҔᙁൂࡪޑᗖٰᒧ٬ҔਜӜǵբ܈ޣр

 Web ServiceύǴډஒᇟॣᔞسᇟॣᒡΕǴޑ၌Ǵӆၸഝլ॥ٰޗހ

ฅࡕ௦ҔఘᅟࡋڅԄॹᓎ ( MFCC ) [2]ޑБݤՉᇟॣቻୖኧᆐڗǶӆஒᆐ

բᒣᇡٰޑрϩኧനଯפԖᇟѡՉКჹǴ܌ޑၗύ૽ግၸکኧୖޑࡕڗ

่݀ǶճҔᒣᇡ่݀ѐ၌ၗǴڗள၀ၗ܌ޑԖ࣬ᜢၗૻǴٯӵਜᝤጓ
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ဦǵਜӜǶ 

ӧᒡрБय़Ǵךॺ௦ҔЎӷᡉҢᆶᇟॣӝԋٿᅿ٠ՉޑीǶ٬Ҕޣёаவ

ᡉҢᏔளޕ၌่݀Ǵޣ܈ճҔാѢಡ᠋၌่݀Ƕঃऩ٬ҔޣԖᑫ፪၂᠋ډפ

๏٬ܫௗኘޔ၀ҁԖᖂਜǴڗஒவᆛၡسᗖΠၩǴࡪௗޔਜᙖǴёаޑ

Ҕޣ၂᠋Ƕ 

аΠঁسаᇟॣᒡΕᆶЎӷکᇟॣᒡрࢬޑำკǺ 

 

კ  ᄬკس.1

ΒǷ௦ҔೌמǺ 

1. Microsoft .NET ѳѠǺ 

.NETѳѠගٮΑWeb ServiceфૈǴӧᆛၡِೲදϷǴЪ㹁ᓎጩࣁ॥ዊޑ

ӧǴૈ׳ᡉߡځճ܄ǶךॺёஒWeb Service࣮ԋঁё٬Ҕޑᇻᆄڄ

ԄǶำԄीৣѝाೱᆛၡǴ٠ΑှڄԄޑᒡΕୖኧکᒡр่݀Ǵ൩ё

аޔௗ٬Ҕ၀ڄԄԶόѸਔ໔ख़ཥኗቪǶкҽҔډΑၗྍӆճҔޑӳ

ᇟॣӝԋ ᇟॣᒣ 

Clientᆄႝတ 

ᇟॣᒡΕ 

ᖂॣᔞ 

ၗ၌ 

ᔞၗॣݙ

 
ਜᝤၗ

 

วॣၗ

 

ᒣ่݀ 

Ўӷ၌่݀ 

 ၌่݀

ᇟॣӝԋޑࡕᖂॣ 

Ўӷکᇟॣᒡр 
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ೀǶӢԜǴӧीҁسޑਔংǴஒ܌ሡाޑᇟॣᒣǵၗ၌ǵЎ

ӷᙯᇟॣаWeb ServiceБԄჴբǴӵԜёа෧ᇸ٬ҔޣᆄႝတॄޑᏼǴ

 ǶޑҞޑ٬ҔߡБکೲཛྷ൨זډၲ

2. ᇟॣᒣਡЈǺ 

ᇟॣᒣޑനεӳೀ൩٬ҔޣёаόҔ٩ЎӷᒡΕБԄբ၌ǴԶ

ຯᚆǶԶᇟޑΓᆶᐒᏔ໔߈၌ǴаයૈᇟॣᒡΕБԄޑϯ܄Γ׳аׯ

ॣᒣЬाϩࣁΒঁᡯǴMFCC (Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficient)

ቻୖኧᆐڗᆶ HMM (Hidden Markov Model)Кჹᒣ[2]ǶϩॊӵΠǺ 

I. ᇟॣቻୖኧᆐڗǺ 

ቻୖኧᆐޑڗҞޑӧܭஒࢤᇟॣᔞޑᖂݢ(WaveformԄ)ᙯࣁќ

ঁୖኧ߄Ң(೯தၗໆܴᡉफ़ե)ǴаߡஒٰᒣϐҔǶԶ೭္٬

Ҕఘᅟॹᓎୖኧ( MFCC )ǴځԵቾډΓԸჹᓎޑ܄ǴၨځдБݤ

 ٫Ƕࣁ

II. КჹᒣǺ 

Ԑයа DTW (Dynamic Time Warping) [2]ٰೌמޑჴբᇟॣᒣǴฅԶ

ਏ݀٠όࣗӳǶךॺسޑ߾௦ҔᗦᙒԄଭёϻኳࠠ(HMM, Hidden 

Markov Model ) ځࣁᒣਡЈǴڀځԖᇟॣी܄ǴჴૈԖਏ

ኳᔕᇟॣޑಒ༾ᡂϯǴ߈ࣁԃٰᇟॣᒣനࣁቶ٬ޑݱҔБݤǶ 

а೭ΒঁᡯёճҔ HTK ( HMM Tool Kit ) [3]уаֹԋǶHTKфૈ
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மεޑᇟॣᒣ೬ᡏǴёаஒεໆޑᇟॣҔ HMM૽ግϐࡕǴуаᒣǶ܌а

ҁس௦Ҕ HTKࣁᒣਡЈǶ٠ஒ܌ԖޑਜӜǵբޣǵрޗހவၗύᆐ

ǴճҔڗᇟॣᔞ༾ୖኧᆐޑբǶӆஒाᒣޑॣݙрٰǴՉڗ

Viterbi Search ᄽᆉݤǴஒᆐڗрٰୖޑኧکϐӳॣݙޑᔞКჹǴפрঁ

ന࣬՟ѡηǴᇟॣᒣ่݀ޑǶ 

3. ᇟॣӝԋ ( TTS, Text to Speech ) : 

 ሡाૈஒЎӷᙯԋᇟॣ(TTS, TextسǴঁ่݀ޑ၌ၰޕझΨૈޓΑૈᡣࣁ

to Speech)ޑфૈǴωૈԖᖂॣޑᒡрǶ२ӃӃஒЎӷᒡΕډ TTSسύǴTTS

ǵελϷࡋߏᇟॣᔞՉೱॣǴፓޑǴਥᏵচԖӧၗύࡕЎӷډӧԏس

ᖂፓޑբǶ೭္௦ҔޑБݤ୷ຼӕ᠄уݤǴPSOLA (Pitch Synchronous 

Overlap and Add) [1]ǶќѦೀύЎਔǴѸԵቾډᖂፓޑᙯඤ (ٯӵǴᕴ

೭ΟঁӷޑᖂፓࣁǺ3ᖂǵ2ᖂǵ3ᖂ )Ǵ܌аךॺѸќѦࡌҥ٤தҔޑᜏǴ

ٰբॣݙঅ҅ǶനࡕǴஒ܌ளޑᇟॣᔞኞܫрٰջёǶ 

 

ΟǷᏹբϟय़ᇥܴǺ 

ҁسޑᏹբᇥܴӵΠǺ 

1. ໒ۈՉำԄਔǴаᇟॣගҢ٬Ҕ٬ޣҔᇟॣ၌ޑБݤǴࡪኧӷᗖ 1

ՉਜӜ၌Ǵࡪ 2Չբޣ၌Ǵࡪ 3Չрޗހ၌ 
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კ 2. ໒ۈՉਔ٬ޑҔޣϟय़ 

2.ӧࡪΠኧӷᗖϐࡕǴᇟॣගҢӧთᖂࡕ໒ۈ 3ࣾᒵॣǴԶთᖂៜଆǴѰ

Πޑف progress bar໒ۈՉǴӧԜਔჹഝլ॥ᇥрा၌ޑᜢᗖӷǶ 

 

კ 3. ᒵॣਔ, progress bar҅ӧ౽ 

3.ᒵֹॣϐࡕǴஒӣᒣ่݀Ǵόՠஒ่݀ᡉҢрٰǴΨճҔᇟॣӝԋޑ

ΠࡪǴஒเਢ୦рٰǶऩགྷ᠋၀ԖᖂਜǴёаೌמ play່ࡪ܈Πۓ

рٰǶܫஒΠၩԖᖂਜ٠ኞسኧӷᗖǴޑ
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კ  ᒡр่݀ǴନΑӑрٰѦΨ୦рٰޑள܌ .4

4. ҁسΨёа٬ҔЎӷ၌ǴёޔௗӧឯՏ༤Εགྷ၌ޑၗ

 

კ 5. ஒᜢᗖӷ༤Εట၌ޑឯՏύ 

ѤǷჴᡍԋ݀Ǻ 

ҁسޑҞޑӧܭวрᇟॣکЎӷΒᅿᒡΕکᒡрБԄǴ׳ᓬܭၗ

ѝԖЎӷᒡΕޑБԄǶӵԜஒ٬ளޓझکόύЎᒡΕޑݤ҇ૈБޑߡ

٬ҔǶӢԜǴനख़ाޑ൩ᇟॣᒡΕޑᒣسکᏹբޑБ܄ߡǶ൩ᒣԶ

ޑၗسѡηᒣ่݀Ƕᒣޑ߈௦ҔനௗسҁᇟॣᒣܭǴҗق
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ӭჲǴѳ֡ѡޑӷኧǴቹៜ҅ዴǶΠך߄ॺෳ၂่݀ޑǺ 

ၗ ᕴӅኧ ѳ֡ӷኧ ෳ၂ԛኧ ҅ዴԛኧ ᒣ 

ਜӜ 12147 7.24 113 95 80.53% 

բ75.28 79 105 4.33 5277 ޣ% 

р81.89 104 127 3.96 1091 ޗހ% 

வ߄ёளޕǴҁسޑᒣςၲډεऊ Ӧޑ٬ҔߡБډНྗǴςёၲޑ80%

ǶԶБ܄ߡБय़ǴҗֹܭӄаᙁൂޑኧӷᗖکᖂॣٰᒡΕǴ܌аჹຎምޣ

 ǶݤགྷޑॺךΓෳ၂ǴӑΑޑޓΓٰᇥǴૈᇸܰӦᏹբǶҗჴሞӄک

 

ϖǷ่ፕǺ 

ӧҁፕЎύǴךॺςჴሞीрֹޑԖᖂਜ၌سǴ೭୷ٿܭ

ᅿᇟॣೌמΠޑӝسǴճҔ.NETᄬޑWeb Serviceٰ่ӝس܌ᔈҔמޑ

ೌǴၸӭΓޑෳ၂Ǵ่݀ځᆀགྷЪჴҔሽॶཱུଯǶ҂ٰёа׳ගଯ

ᒣ܈уೲКჹਔ໔аس׳уֹ๓Ƕ 
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!ጕཥᆪᇟॣᔠس!
!

ഋԢ!ᛥྷᡕ!ඵ!

୯ҥమεᏢ!ၗૻπำس!

ཥԮѱӀൺၡΒࢤ 212 ဦ!

F.nbjm!;!|kudifo-spsp-kboh~Axbzof/dt/ouiv/fev/ux!!

UFM;!)14*6826242.4693!

ᄔाǺ!

ӧԜൔύǴךॺჴբΑঁ่ӝᗦᙒԄଭёϻኳࠠ)Ijeefo!Nbslpw!Npefm-!INN*

ޑ୷ᘵࣁ IUL)INN!Uppmlju*کᆛ।ၗᔠޑೌמጕཥᆪᇟॣၗᔠس

Ƕޑᆛ।ၗᔠ)ӵ hpphmf*٬ҔޣᒡΕ࣬ᜢЎӷǴωளаЎӷКჹ

БԄՉᔠǶӧԜךॺ߾၂уΕᇟॣᒣೌמޑᡣ٬Ҕܰ׳ޣՉᔠǶҁ

ᒣ่݀ޑࡋǴଯྗዴۓڰǶӧᒣϣࢤ໘ٿ၌ೀϷᇟॣϩԋཥᆪس

ΠǴҁسձҔܭЋᐒǵQEBǵ൪ΕԄسλࠠǵόܰаЋᏹբᒡΕޑး

Ƕҁسҭమεޓ϶ޓޑΓܻ϶၂ҔǴϸᔈΜϩؼӳǶ!

ᜢᗖຒ;ᇟॣᒣǵၗᔠǵINNǵWjufscj!TfbsdiǵཥᆪᔠǶ!

!

!ق 2
!

ҞޑᆛሞᆛၡύǴxxx/hpphmf/dpn\7^ঁΓόё܈લޑπڀǴځග

ᙋཱǴΨӢԜǴᆛޑЎӷᔠࣁΓᆀၰǴᆀࣁޔ܄ёҔޑၗک܄ዴྗޑٮ

ሞᆛၡޑၗૻԋΑঁค܌όхޑၗǶԶӧԜӕਔǴ࣬ᜢޑӭ൞ᡏᔠמ

ೌΨ࣬ᝩว2\߄^ǴᡉҢΑӭ൞ᡏБय़ޑᔠሡǶԶҗܭᇟॣߡޑճک܄ёҔ

ޑςԋΑӭ൞ၗૻᔠݤᔠБޑቹႽᔠ*ǴᇟॣБय़ޑЬࣁаϣܭჹ࣬(܄

ख़ाࣴزǶ!

ᇟॣᔠޑБݤёϩٿࣁᅿǴࣁᇟॣЎҹᔠ)Tqplfo! Epdvnfou!

Sfusjfwbm*ǴࣁᇟॣЎӷᔠ)Tqffdi!Sfdphojujpo!boe!Sfusjfwbm*Ƕޣό

ԵቾډᇟॣኳࠠǴޔௗаᇟॣޑቻୖኧǴӧќᇟॣЎҹύՉКჹǴ׆ఈפ

рനௗޑ߈ᇟॣϣǶ೭ኬޑᔠБԄᗨёၠຫᇟقኳࠠǴՠӧߏਔ໔ޑᇟॣЎ
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ҹύǴᒣ٠όଯǴ٠ό಄ӝଯྗዴޑ܄ा\22^ǶԶᇟॣЎӷᔠǴ߾ӧ

ۓᇟॣኳࠠΠǴӃՉᇟॣᒣǴӆаᒣрٰޑЎӷՉᔠ\4^ǶҗܭҞ

ёΜ߾ӳᚯǴᒣЎӷϣޑᇟॣᒣܭᜢᗖӧޑݤԜԋዕǴೌמЎӷКჹ

ϩቶݱǶ!

Զ܌ᒏޑᇟॣᒣǴЬाҔٰᒣрᖂॣޑЎӷϣࣁՖǶٰᇥǴᇟ

ॣᒣޑᒣԋфکᒣϣޑጄൎԖࡐεᜢ߯ǶӧεሦୱޑЎӷᒤύǴᒣ

่݀۳۳р࣬߈ՠ҅ߚዴޑเਢǴ೭ӧҞϝࡐᜤլܺୢޑᚒǶ!

ҞԜሦୱനԖӜޑኳࠠࣁ INNǶᙖҗۓᇟقᇟ૽ޑግǴךॺёаճҔ

IUL\8^)Ijeefo!Nbslpw!Npefm!UppmLju*ჴբрۓሦୱޑଯྗዴޑࡋᇟॣ

ᒣسǴКБᇥঞ၃Οԭ२ޑᇟॣᒣǴྗځዴௗ߈ΐԋΐ\21^Ƕ!

ᆕӝаᢀᗺǴךॺჴբΑঁ่ӝ IUL ఈ׆Ǵೌמᔠޑཥᆪᆛ।ϣک

ޑ୷ᘵࣁঁаᇟॣډၲૈ Ofxt!HpphmfǶ!

3 ᇟॣཥᆪᔠፕङඳ!

ҁس٬ҔΑᇟॣᒣǵЎӷКჹکᇟॣӝԋΟᅿೌמǶࢬำკӵΠǺ!

!

!

!

!

კ1 ߄!!ᇟॣཥᆪᔠ୍ܺࢬำ!

ЎӷКჹҽǴҗךॺѝჹཥᆪᚒҽբКჹǴӢԜаΠаᇟॣᒣکӝ

ԋբࣁϟಏख़ᗺǶ!

3/2 ᇟॣᒣҽ!

ԶقǴᇟॣᒣޑᄽᆉࢬݤำӵΠკ܌ҢǺ!

 ګٽTTSଃ ृشࠌ ᛀ ᇬտ૿ڗ֮

ᜢଃಛᇆ

ଃᙃᢝ 
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ቻᘏڗ
ቻୖኧ ᇟॣᒣ

4:ᆢޑఘᅟॹᓎୖኧ

ᇟॣૻဦ ॣ

Wjufscj!Tfbsdi!vtjoh
2/ᖂᏢኳࠠ
!!Ijeefo!Nbslpw!Npefm
3/ᇟقኳࠠ
!!Usff!Ofu

่݀
ॣᙯЎӷ

კ3!߄!ᇟॣᒣޑᄽᆉݤ!

!ፕӵΠǺکݤБޑ௦Ҕ܌ύځ

2/ ᇟقኳࠠ!Usff!Ofu!

!ӵΠǺٯᄬǶკ่ރᐋޑᗺ໔࣬ೱᜢ߯کঁᗺǴᗺࣁঁൂॣຎע

ഋඁ!!!!!!!!!!ഋ!!!!!!!ඁ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

ഋذ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ذ!

ഋ࣓!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!࣓!

კ4!߄!Usff!Ofu ᔞҢཀ!

3/ ᖂᏢኳࠠ!Ijeefo!Nbslpw!Npefm!

ᗦᙒԄଭёϻኳࠠ୷ҁᅿᚈख़ᒿᐒၸำǴԶϐ܌аᆀࣁᗦᙒԄӢࣁ

ၸޑǴӧᇟॣύ൩ӵӕΓᜪӧวᖂޑـǴ࣮όޑᗦᙒύԖಔᒿᐒၸำځ

ำύځวᖂᏔރ۔ᄊᡂϯ࣮όޑـǴӳКോᝁǵՁᓐᆶα๚ޑᡂϯόё

ૈவёᢀෳޑᇟॣૻဦׇӈ࣮рٰޑǶԶќಔᒿᐒၸำᆀࣁᢀෳׇӈ

)pctfswbujpo! tfrvfodf*ǴѬҗރᄊᢀෳᐒ)tubuf! pctfswbujpo!

qspcbcjmjuz*ٰඔॊӧރঁᄊΠᢀෳډӚᅿᇟॣቻୖኧޑᐒϩթǶ

INN Ԅڄᄊᢀෳᐒރޑ )( tj ob ᆀଯථషӝኳࠠ܈ኧڄࡋ௦Ҕଯථషӝஏ

)Hbvttjbo!Njyuvsf!Npefm-!HNN*ٰीᆉೱុᐒஏࡋǴӢԜঁᖂॣൂ

ϡ)Npefm*ࣣԖಔ Dpoujovpvt!INN ୖኧǶ!

კ5!߄ ࣁ Npefm-!Tubuf-!Tusfbn ک Njyuvsf 6!߄໘ቫҢཀკǴკޑ ߾

аȹךȹԜ tzmmbcmf ǴҢጄٯࣁ DINN ҥБԄǶࡌޑ
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!

კ6 ߄  Model, State, StreamکMixtureҢཀკ!

!

კ8!߄!!а HNN ҥࡌ tzmmbcmf ޑ DINN ำҢཀკࢬ

4/ ᒣБݤ!

ॺਥᏵך Usff!Ofu ၡ৩Չаޑ Wjufscj!TfbsdiǴаᒣрᐒനଯޑၡ

৩ǶځύךॺΨуΑ Cfbn!Tfbsdi)Ӏ״ཛྷ൨ޑ*ݤբݤаՉуೲ\3^ǶӀೲ

ཛྷ൨ݤӧཛྷ൨ၸำύᄌᄌҧకեᐒޑཛྷ൨ҞǴ٬ளཇࡕय़ޑКჹೲࡋཇ

уזǴԜݤёԖਏ෧Ͽཛྷ൨ਔ໔Ъό឴ϼӭྗዴ6\܄^Ƕ!

!

3/3 ᇟॣӝԋ!
ӧᒡрБय़ךॺ٬ҔکಏԴৣӝբޑᇟॣӝԋמ ǶೌԜӝԋБԄೱௗԄޑ

ӝԋࣁ୷ᘵ)Dpodbufobujpo.Cbtfe*Ǵ୷ҁࢬำӵΠǺ!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!

!

!

!

!

!

კ8 ߄!ᇟॣӝԋࢬำ!

 ݺ

ԗ ᙩԤᙩଃ

MFCCڤ  MFCCڤ MFCCڤ

ཎش

ࠐᑓীٽ

৬مᑓী 

ཎش

ࠐᑓীٽ

৬مᑓী 

ཎش

ࠐᑓীٽ

৬مᑓী 

………...………...

………...………...………... 

………... 

………... 

mixture 

stream stream stream

statestate state 

model 

mixture mixture

modelmodel 

Syllable 
………...

………...

………...

………... 

Tqffdi!Tzouiftjt!!

ᙯඤЎӷᔞਢԋъԋޑࠔ Sbx!Ebub!

Xbwf!Nblfs!
ஒ܌ளޑ Sbx!Ebub ӆᙯඤԋ಄ӝ Xbwf Ԅޑᔞਢ!

ຒ༼ၗ! ᖂॣݢ!

ЎӷԄᒡΕ

ᒡр Xbwf ᔞਢ
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4 ᇟॣཥᆪᔠسᄬ!
ҁسϩٿࣁεҽǺཥᆪೀϷᇟॣ၌ཥᆪǴϩձϟಏӵΠǶ!

2/!ཥᆪೀ!

!

კ߄!: ཥᆪೀϟय़!

ӵკ21!߄ ߾່ࡪೀȝΜεᡯ/ǶȜཥᆪࣁҢǴҁำԄϩ܌

ջёՉࡕΠࡪ Tufq1!�!Tufq:ǶаΠ٩ׇϟಏӚфૈǺ!

! !!!)2*ȜཥᆪᔞਢΠၩȝ!

! ! !!а QFSM ำԄǴவᆛၡڗВޑཥᆪǴҞسႣॶࣁ

ཥޑཥᆪǵཥੁᆛཥᆪѤৎᆛઠޗύ୯ਔൔǵѠཥғൔǵύѧڗ

ᆪǶ!

! !!!)3*ȜཥቚၗឯՏȝ!

! ! !!ֹᡯڗВཥᆪֹԋࡕǴӧ Bddftt ၗύཥቚٿ

ঁឯՏǴջ ofxt`ujumf`qvsf Ϸ ofxt`dpoufou`qvsfǴаߡௗΠٰޑ
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ೀǶ!

! !!!)4*Ȝၸᘠόሡाཥᆪȝ!

!!!!!!!!!!! !!!ၸᘠᅕຝ೭ᜪࠠޑཥᆪǴӵ݀όሡाΨёа࣪ౣ೭ᡯǶ!

! !!!)5*Ȝၸᘠᚒᗺ಄ဦȝ!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!մନᚒᗺ಄ဦǴೀسωёаჹપύЎӷՉݙ

ॣǶஒၸᘠֹޑЎӷӸܭܫၗޑ ofxt`ujumf`qvsf ឯՏǶ!

!!!!!!!)6*ȜၸᘠϣЎᗺ಄ဦȝ!

մନϣЎᗺ಄ဦǴೀسωёаჹપύЎӷՉݙ

ॣǶஒၸᘠֹޑЎӷӸܭܫၗޑ ofxt`dpoufou`qvsf ឯՏǶ!

!!!!!!!)7*Ȝ᠐рၗȝ!

! ! ! !!!ӧՉॣݙஒၗཥቚٿޑឯՏϣޑၗᙯԋЎӷᔞǶ!

!!!!!!!)8*Ȝॣݙȝ!

! ! ! !!!ଞჹவၗᙯрٰޑЎӷᔞՉॣݙǶ!

!!!!!!!)9*Ȝࡌҥ OFU ᔞਢȝ!

! ! ! !!!ଞჹӳޑॣݙᔞਢࡌҥ Usff!OfuǴаٮᇟॣᒣำԄ၌Ƕ!

!!!!!!!):*ȜวѲډၗ՛ܺᏔȝ!

! ! ! !ၗǶޑཥၗ՛ܺᏔ׳!!!

! !!!)21*ȜวѲၗډᒣسȝ!

! ! ! !ᒣਡЈǶޑسཥᒣ׳!!!

! 3/!ᇟॣ၌ཥᆪ!

! ॺаך!!!! Cpsmboe!D,,!Cvjmefs!6/1 ߄၌ϟय़Ǵӵკᄬཥᆪᇟॣࡌ

22ǶԜϟय़ϩԋᚒ၌ϷϣЎ၌ٿҽǴ៝ӜࡘကǴᚒ၌פࣁ

಄ӝᜢᗖӷޑᚒǴԶϣЎ၌߾ѝाϣЎԖѡη಄ӝᜢᗖӷջᡉ

ҢрٰǶаΠϟಏᏹբਔεౣࢬޑำǺ!

ഢᒵॣǴᒵॣྗޣБԄගҢ٬ҔޑаᇟॣسǴ່ࡪΠঁᔠࡪ*2(

ਔ໔ࣁΟࣾដǶ!

)3*ᒵֹॣࡕᒣس߾໒ۈᒣᇟ ǴॣԶࡕஒ่݀ᡉҢӧୃБޑқՅ

༧ϣǶ!
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)4*ऩ٬Ҕޣჹ၌рٰޑཥᆪགᑫ፪Ǵ߾ᗺᒧ၀చཥᆪࡕǴୃΠБޑқ

Յ༧ջрჹᔈޑཥᆪϣǶ!

)5*٬ҔޣΨёҗӧΠБқՅ༧ύࡪΠྖႵѰᗖٰ᠋ڗཥᆪޑϣ

Ǵ၀ϣаᇟॣӝԋޑБԄջਔౢғޑǶ!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

კ23!߄ ཥᆪᇟॣ၌ϟय़!

!

5 ่ፕ!

ӧҁጇൔύǴךॺϟಏΑ ȨঁጕཥᆪᇟॣၗᔠسȩǶᘜય่݀Ǵ

ӧԜӈрԜسޑ܄Ǻ!

2/ ᇟॣᒡΕǺόᗖዬځдπڀǴջёஒ၌ϣᒡΕǶ!

ೲᔠǺᙖҗז /3 pggmjof ཥٮᇟॣᒣǵЎӷКჹǴගޑջਔکᚒЇޑ

ᆪᚒזޑೲᔠǶ!

4/ ᇟॣᒡрǺ٬Ҕ Ufyu.Up.Tqffdi !ளཥᆪՉኞൔǶ܌၌ᇟॣӝԋǴஒޑ

!ཥᆛ।ջਔཥᆪǶ׳ਔ໔ۓڰཥǺВ׳ਔۓ /5

Scroll BarΚ᧩قᙕଃၞ৫ 

ᇬ࣠ऱᑑᠲ᧩ق 

փ֮᧩ق 

ᄅፊᛀਊၨ 
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ཥᆪᇟॣ၌سૈᡣᆛሞᆛၡ٬ޑҔޣԖ׳ӭޑБߡǶҁسޑᇟॣ

၌Ԗ࣬όᒱޑᒣǴԶᇟॣӝԋޑҽ߄ΨόϼᕪǴ࣬ߞऩҔܭ QEBǵ

Ћᐒ൪ΕԄسޑǴঁБޑߡπڀǶ!

ጕཥᆪᇟॣၗᔠسᗨฅԖӭᓬᗺǴόၸ҂ٰϝӸӧӭୢᚒा

լܺǴٯӵှ،ᘐຒୢޑᚒ)Ўӷᒣྗዴک*ࡋϩණԄೀ)εໆ٬ҔޣΠޑਏ

ୢᚒ*Ǵ೭٤ךॺ҂ٰޑπբǶ!

6 ୖԵၗ!
!

\2^ K/.T/!Sphfs!Kboh-!Kjboh.Divo!Difo-!Njoh.Zboh!Lbp-#NJSBDMF;!B!Nvtjd!
Jogpsnbujpo!Sfusjfwbm!Tztufn!xjui!Dmvtufsfe!Dpnqvujoh!Fohjoft#-!

Joufsobujpobm!Tznqptjvn!po!Nvtjd!Jogpsnbujpo!Sfusjfwbm!)NVTJD!JS!

3112*!

\3^ Kboh-!K/!.T/!Sphfs!boe!Mjo-!Tijvbo.Tvoh-!#Pqujnj{bujpo!pg!Wjufscj!Cfbn!
Tfbsdi!jo!Tqffdi!Sfdphojujpo#-!Joufsobujpobm!Tznqptjvn!po!Dijoftf!

Tqplfo!Mbohvbhf!Qspdfttjoh-!Ubjxbo-!Bvhvtu!3113/!

\4^ Mbxsfodf!Sbcjofs-!C/I!Kvboh-!Gvoebnfoubmt!pg!tqffdi!sfdphojujpo-!
Qsfoujdf!Ibmm-!2::4/!

\5^ PȷTibovhiofttz-! E/-! Tqffdi! Dpnnvojdbujpo! ;! ivnbo! boe! nbdijof-!
Beejtpo.Xftmfz-!2:98/!

\6^ Sbcjofs-!M/!boe!Kvboh-!C/.X/-!Gvoebnfoubmt!pg!Tqffdi!Sfdphojujpo/!
Qsfoujdf!Ibmm!QUS-!Vqqfs!Tbeemf!Sjwfs-!Ofx!Kfstfz-!2::4!

\7^ Tfshfz!Csjo!boe!Mbxsfodf!Qbhf/!Uif!bobupnz!pg!b!mbshf.tdbmf!
izqfsufyuvbm!Xfc!tfbsdi!fohjof/!Jo!Btinbo!boe!Uijtumfxbjuf!\3^-!qbhft!

218.228/Csjtcbof-Bvtusbmjb/iuuq;00djuftffs/ok/ofd/dpn0csjo:9bobup

nz/iunm!

\8^ Tufwfo!Zpvoh-!Uif!IUL!Cppl!wfstjpo!4-!Njdsptpgu!Dpsqpsbujpo-!3111/!
\9^ U/X/!Qbstpot-!Wpjdf!boe!Tqffdi!Qspdfttjoh-!NdHsbx.Ijmm-!2:97/!
\:^ ύЎЎѡᙌᇟॣϐᜩૻࡓ৲ӝԋǴҬεႝߞറγፕЎǴಏǶ!
\21^݅Ҏ݊-ȸWjufscj ཛྷ൨ޑന٫ϯаϷӭᇟسᒣȹ-!మεᏢᅺγፕЎ-!

҇୯ΐΜԃǶ!

\22^ᖴֻڷ-ȸᇟॣᇥܴύཛྷ൨Һཀۓကϐᜢᗖຒزࣴޑȹ-!ѠࣽמεᏢᅺγ

ፕЎ-!҇୯ 9: ԃ!
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